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in this example, we will use orcad capture for schematic capture, orcad
pcb editor for pcb layout, orcad / allegro designer for schematic capture
and the orcad / allegropcb editor for pcb layout. in our example, we will

use only orcad capture for schematic capture, because we will import the
pcb design from allegro pcb editor, and we will use only orcad / allegropcb
editor for pcb layout. the free trial version of orcad includes your choice of
orcadcapturecis, orcad pspice designer, orcad pcb designer, orcad sigrity
erc, orcad eagle, and orcad pspice. to get free upgrades to the next major
release of orcad,you must register and install the upgrade by paying the

upgrade fee on the next release. you can register now by clicking the
"register" button on the orcad trial page. after registration, you can

continue the installation process by clicking the "continue" button on the
orcad trial page. after registration, you will receive a serial number that
you can use to upgrade to the next major release of orcad. if you do not

receive a serial number, register again. orcad trial provides full version of
the latest release of orcad electronic design software solutions for free for
a limited time, including orcad capture cis, orcad pspice designer, orcad
pcb designer professional, orcad sigrity erc, and more. download orcad

free trial now to have a full evaluation of all orcad tools with no
functionality limitations. the orcad capture designer will be automatically

installed and available in the orcad capture 9.2 window. the orcad capture
designer was designed from the ground up to be a powerful, easy-to-use
tool for creating your own custom digital capture tools. the orcad capture
designer does not require any previous design knowledge and is easy to
learn. orcad capture is a powerful, easy-to-use tool for creating your own

custom digital capture tools.
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